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STEWART AND

SILVER CITY,

PRINCE.

Opposite Views on the Financial

Stewart

Says That Our
ItcliiB Used hh a Decoy Duck by

is

the KepublicauH.
Last month L. Bradford Prince

ad-

dressed the following
letter to A. J. Warner, of the bimetallic

party

:

"I

am in receipt of your favor of March
7, stating that I have been selected by
the executive committee of the American
bimetallic party as a member of the provisional committee of the party for New
Mexico. While appreciating very highly this recognition of my strong faith in
the principle of bimetallism and the efforts I have made in its behalf, yet I am
compelled to decline the position.as I do
not approve of separate political action

at this time.

"I believo that the duty of the hour is
to educate the people of the east on the
financial question and as soon as the
people are well informed party organizations will be obliged to adopt correct
views and act accordingly. I have full
faith that the republican party, which
has always lcen the friend of the op
pressed, the champion of equal rights,
the protector of American labor and the
exponent of stalwart Americanism gen
erally, will still bo found true to its Ircst
traditions; that those who destroyed
human slavery will not permit financial
slavery to exist, and that those who
saved the nation itself in 18G1 will not
permit the destruction of national prosperity by financial selfishness and oppression in 1895."
At the request of Gen. Warner, Senator Stewart wrote the following reply :
"General Warner has handed to me,
as a member of the executive committee,
your letter of March 25 and requests me
to make reply. Your views as to the
duty of the hour are not new. You say :
'I lwlitve the duty of the hour is to edu
cate the people of the east on the finan
cial question and as soon as the people
are well informed party organizations
will be obliged to adopt correct views
We have been
and act accordingly.'
engaged in this work of education for
nearly twenty years. The advocates of
bimetallism have succeeded in sending
to congress missionaries to educate the
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Shermans, the Clevelands, the Reeds,
the McKinleys, the Hills, the Allisons,
the Whitneys, the Vilases, the Harrisons
and their associates in Wall street without much success. Our progress in that
work of education may be compared to
the influence of Christian missionaries
upon the mandarins of China. If you
see any hope in continuing this work
your faith is Bublimc. It is true there is
one prominent republican in public life
in the east who is in favor of bimetallism, Senator Cameron of Pennsylvania. I do not think, however, that he
would be flattered if we should claim
that we educated him. He educated
himself. We have been claiming prog
ress in the education of such men as
Harrison, Cleveland, Reed, Sherman,
and that class of bimetallists, and some
advocates of silver have felt
elated when one of these gentlemen has
condescended to remark that he would
be willing to coin silver at the ratio of 16
to 1 whenever silver bullion with silver
demonetized should reach a parity with
gold bullion while gold continued

PRICE

5 CENTS

mony with the machinery of the republican party and the two combined have
demonetized silver and have used the
people to keep it demonetized by making them vote against themselves under
the plan you suggest. There is no hope
for silver until the people of the country
learn that their leaders have deceived
them in pretending that there is relief to
to be found in either of the old parties.
I have no patience with any man who
has failed to observe how this thing has
been done for twenty years, or who,
knowing it has been done, will advise
the people to continue to give their votes
co their enemy, reserving to themselves
only the miserable privilege of educating
their enemy, when he knows more about
what he is doing than the people he robs.
It is a monstrous idea that the honest
people of the mining states and the honest producing masses of tho entire coun
try shall wait for relief until you have
educated your Shermans and your Cleve
lands and the horde of their
who are devouring the substance of
those people. One might as well say
that while an express train is being held
"The people of the west have followed up by a band of 'road agents' the pasleaders who told them that such expres- sengers, instead of combining for their
sions were evidence of increasing knowlown defense, ought to get out and enedge in the east, until now the goldites deavor to dissuade the desperadoes from
openly express for such leaders the con their purpose by descanting on the moral
tempt which formerly they thought it turpitude of their conduct.
"My dear governor, you may think my
politic to concral. . The recent declaration of Governor McKinley (who former- language strong. I know your inten
ly voted in congress for the free coinage tions are good. I do not intend to quesof silver) that he would not be a candi tion the motives of anyone. I simply
date on a free coinage platform may be want to call attention to the fact that
encouraging to the "educators" of the you and others of equally good intentions
west. The woist enemies of the cause are being used as 'decoy ducks' to keep
of restoration of silver are pretended the people in the old trap and prevent
silver men in the democratic and repub them from getting out and to impress
lican parties, who tell the people that upon your mind that silver can never be
there is hope for relief in either of tho remonetized until those in favor of it
old parties after the unanimous support will act together and abandon tho idea
of Mr.Cleveland's policy by the republi of converting the very men who conspired
cans in the two houses of congress, with to produco the results of which we coma few exceptions, from the mining states plain. We must have some instrumentand one exception from Pennsylvania. alities other than those the Shermans
It requires no patronage or promise of and Clevelands control before much
any kind from either Cleveland or Wall progress can be made. One strong leadstreet to keep the leaders of the republi er in the west who can 'corral' the
can party faithful to the demands of the people into the inclosure of either of
gold trust. They have the party organ the old parties is worth to the gold comization with all its machinery and arc bination more than a thousand avowed
backed by the money power of Europe advocates of gold monopoly. Pon't be
and America in keeping that machinery one of them. I do not give up all hope
with the silver men
well oiled and in working order. The of your
same cunning hands also work the ma in the distant future. . You say, 'I do not
chinery of the democratic partv in bar approve separate political nction at this
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PERSONAL
Mention

of People

PALAVER.

You Do and
Not Know.

Do

Other IntereRtlnsr Matter Which Can Be
Read Willi Profit By All Our
Townspeople.

Harry Booth was over to Central last
week.
W. D. Duke was up from Deming last
week.

Fresh candies every day at Martin
Maher's.
Thos. Holmes was here last week from
the Gila.
If yon want a Parlor stove go to
Rob-inson-

's.

Henry Rosenberg went to Mogollón
last week.
New

just received at Robinson's.
Horace Hooker, was here from the Gila
last week.
goods

C. Campbell, of Alhambra, was taking
in the sights of the city last week.
Fine line of Pocket and Table Cutlerv
at St. George Robinson's.
Sam Potter was here irom the Mangas
last week with stock for shipment.
F. M. Prescott was here from Pueblo,
Colo., last week on a business trip.
Clark Rodgers and wife were here
from Lone Mountain last Saturday.
J. Johnson came in last week with a!
lot of cattle for Jones and Shannon.
J. E. Sheridan returned from a trip to
the territorial capital last Wednesday,
Mrs. D. B. Darling will soon leave for
Colorado where Mr. Darling is located.
Frank Willis, of Mule creek, was-in- '
last week with some cattle for shipment.
Tiie Eaole a vcar and the World Al- manac for $2. Send in your subscrip-- !
tions.
F. M. Harper was here last week attending to the shipment of some of his
cattle.
House and four lots in Black's addition for sale cheap.
Inquire at The

See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
Eaole office.
Robinson's.
Collector Laird, who had leen in Den'Robert Harrington was up from Demver for some time, returned last Weding last week.
C. M. Foraker was here last week from nesday.
No Chine? help employed at the
the Burros.
Broadway Cafe. It is tirst class in all its
Ed. Lane was here last week from appointments.
Bear Creek.
Mike Downes was here last week asPeter Mungall was in from the Man-ga- s sisting in the shipment of stock from
last week.
this point.
Best Kansas patent flour for sale at
Bring your job work to The Eagle ofMartin Maher's.
fice. It will be done neatly, promptly and
J. N. Upton was over from the Mim- at reasonable rates.
bres last week.
Lee Rice and E. C. Rice were in from
S. E. Bretherton was over from Ivan- - the Gila last week with some cattle for
shipment.
hoe last week.
T. N. Hawkins brought in 400 head of
Elegant Sunday dinners are served at
b,
cattle from Bear Creek for shipment liist
ine uroadway Cafe.
Sheriff Shannon went to the Mimbres Thursday.
rtj. i1.. wuiiívi mu ...i.!
last Thursday.
n u in l uiiilll b lilt)
'.
.
,
. 11 ibwi,
rj null; UWJt
Fine line of cigars at Bishop's post,.
uet'K UUU
omce store.
made a shipment.
33
John C. Berry was over from GeorgeTake dinner at the Broadway Cafe
next Sunday. The tables are supplied
town last week.
with the best in the market.
Bill Knox was in town last week from
Mrs. Sehaffner, wife of the leader of
the Oak Grove ranch.
the band at Fort Bayard, leaves this
Piano for sale. Price $125. Inquire
week for Michigan on a visit.
at The Eagle olfice.

pii,(

Prof, and Mrs. W. H. Decker were
over from Central last Saturday.

Chas. Farnsworth was here for a few
days last week. He was in with cattle
for Alexander & Farnsworth.
Books, Stationery, Notions etc at the
Postoffice Emporium.
Dmuw- -

ves. wimams was nere irom uie litir- . .
,
TI . .
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"
.

w
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S
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See our offer on another page,

The choicest, freshest and most com- lletü 8tock of candies and fruit in the
city llt 15Í8l,0P'8 PoHtoíIk'e 8tore
? A'
Vt-'Vmines in the Tulloch
He reports the outlook as very encourag- -

s'
u. u. innman nas tue

soie agency lor
this section for the America Refrigerator,
the best made. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Fresh Strawberries every day at the
Postollice Emporium.
Baxter Bishop.
D. P. Carr returned last Wednesday
from a trip through the territory. He
reports some of the towns as being very

quiet.
Subscribers to The Eagle can get the
World Almanac free by paying a year's
subscription in ads'ance. Read the advertisement on another page.
Assessor Childers, who has been out
on a trip in the southern part of the
county, assessing taxes, returned last
Saturday morning.
Mrs. Wni. Shine, and Miss Muntz
came over from Lordsburg last week on
a visit to Mr. and Mrs. C. II. Munson,
the patents of Mrs. Shine,
We have marked down all ourgoods to
8,lit ,tho
tiiiws, and invite tush
purchasers to call and convince them- selves that thev will save from 25 to 50
per cent, over former pricec.
Bank Building Bazaak,
Aako.v St'iiUTz, Proprietor.

Pnt

Broadway Hotel.
NEWLY REFITTED and FURNISHED THROUGHOUT.

The nmimiieincnt of this popular hotel 1ms
Ih'uii resumed by Mrs.J. Hlack and t ho
of
Mogollón
P.
Shelly,
creek, was here
J. AV. Weinbrenner was over from
public will Hurt It FIKST CLASS
last week. He was among the shippers
Central last. Saturday.
in every particular.
Hroadway.Mil ver City, N. M.
Fine line of cutlery just received at of cattle from this point last week.
Bishop's PDStodice store.
John Bikhkmax, Pres. Tnos. F. Conway, Vice Pres.
J. W. Cautek, Cashier
.Tas. Head, a cattle man from the Gila,
3539.
was in the city last week.
Don't read our neighbor's paper but
subseril for The Eagle.
Charles, James and John Bell were
here from the Gila last week.
SILVER CITY, N. M.
Baylor Polk, of the Mangas, was in
CAPITAL $50,000.
the city a few days last week.
SURPLUS $14,000.
Advances made on Gold and SUver Bullion.
T. Toney came in from Alhambra Inst
week with cattle for shipment.
DEPOSITS SOLICITED.
EXCHANGE FOR SALE.

The

Sita

City National Bank
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The Income Tax.

CENTENARIAN.

An Undo of I). C. McMlllen, of

this City,

Almost a Hundred Years Old.

Twenty-thre- e
years ago this spring
there came, to Sioux City from Canada
an old man named Alexander McMillan,
lie lived here for about twelve years,
when he left for Colorado, to live with
his sons there. He was well known in
Sioux City, and although his age was
very advanced he was active and vigor-

ous.
After twelve years of absence this old
man is once more in Sioux City. If he
lives till May 3 he will on that date celebrate the 100th anniversary of his
birth. He is still quite strong, and
takes daily walks away from home
alone. His sight and hearing are very
defective, and his mind has been weakened as a result of the strain incident to
a long trip on the railroad; but his physical health is still good.
Mr. McMillan arrived in Sioux City
last Sunday, and is at the home of his
daughter, Mrs. Susan Shortley, at the
corner of Fourth and SteulM'n streets.
He has two sons in Leadville, Colo.,
Samuel and Neil McMillan, of whom
Samuel is one of the wealthiest citizens
of that state, and rated as a millionaire
A short time ago the father liecame pos.
sessed with the idea that he wanted to see
his old home in Montreal before he died
ue was insistent, ana nnaliy his son
started him east on his long trip. He
reached Sioux City, in charge of one of
theni, and was so tired with the journey
that it was thought best not to allow him
to go farther till he hail thoroughly
rested. It is doubtful if he will ever go
on from here.
"I am getting very old now, and I
guess I am stupid, " he said to a caller
yesterday afternoon. "My work on this
earth is done, and I am just waiting for
the L'od Father to call me home. I've
done my work here as well as I could.
If I am spared till the 3d of May I will
be 100 years old. I was born in the
north of Ireland, and call myself a
No, I can't remember
much about things thai happened so
far back. My memory has failed me
Scotch-Irishma-

lately.

It's alout

seventy-fiv-

e

years

since I came to America. I raised a
family of eleven children, and two of
them are in Canada. I want to see
them before I die if I can. But I don't
know." Sioux City Tribune.

"(icn. Gordon, thelleroof Khartoum,"
will be the subject of the next two discourses in the series on "The Saints and
Heroes of the Christian church," by
Rev. Edward S. Cross. These discours
es' will be given, at the Episcopal church,

next Sunday morning and evening, and
all are cord mil v invited.

APRIL 17, 1895.

In conformity with the recent decision
of the supreme court of the United
States, in the income tax case, the following circular ha been issued by the
collector for this district :
Office of
of
INTEKNAI, llKVKNUF.
Santa Fe, N. M., April 12, 18115.
Interest received from state, county
and municipal bonds or securities, and
rents from real estate are not taxable as
income, but the persons and corporations
receiving said interest or rents shall include in their returns as receipts the full
amount thereof received or accrued with
in the year for which return is made,
and shall deduct the same as not subject to taxation. The amounts actually
paid for taxes, insurance and repairs on
real estate may be deducted from income
as heretofore provided for by the law
and regulations.
All persons and corporations that have
heretofore rendered income tax re
turns for the year 1894, to this office, or
one of its deputies, including therein in
terest received from state, county or
municipal bonds, or from rents from
real estate, may have the amounts of
said interest and rents deducted from
their incomes by duly making an alfida- vit and delivering the same to this olfice,
or one of its deputies, to whom the orig
inal return was rendered, as per form of
affidavit herewith enclosed.
C. M. Shannon,
Internal Revenue Collector, District
Com-kcto-

5

A. Abraham has leased the Broadway
hotel and will take possession on the
first of next month. Mr. Burdick will
continue to run the Broadway Cafe.
Subscrilxjrs who wish to take advantage of our offer of the World Almanac
free must send in their subscriptions before May 1. No almanacs will be supplied after that date.
There was a picnic on Cherry creek
last Sunday.' The day was a rather disagreeable one but the picnic folks had a
good time.
Charles Ott will go to Vclasco in a few
days where he will go into the office of
the Velasco Times.
Mrs. W. Fleetham will leave for Mog
ollón this week. She goes there to re-

of New Mexico.

Mr. L. Clapp, Jr., of Hatch, says he
has had such a hard job to buy wheat,
owing to there being such a scarcity of
it, that he lias been compelled to shut
down the mill, but when it does begin
to come in again that he has orders
enough ahead for flour to tax his mill to
its full capacity for several months.
Rincón Weekly.
Rev. Bush held services in the Metho- list church here last Sunday evening.
There was a large attendance. It is ex
pected that a minister will be sent here
soon to fill the placo made vacant by
the removal of Rev. Fitch.
The latest venture" in New Mexico
journalism is the Rincón Weekly, the
initial number of which made its appear- ence last Thursday. It is edited by Geo
J. Ford.
The advance of a few cents an ounce
in the price of silver has had the effect
of stimulatinir business to a very con
siderable extent all over the country.
J. W. Fleming, U. S. mine inspector,
left last Thursday morning for a trip
through the northern part of the Terri
tory inspecting coal mines.
J. E. Sheridan returned from Santa Fe
last week where he had Ijeen to lease the
Hanover Coppermine fromT. 1. Catron.

side.
M. F. Fleming, one of the residents of
the Middle Gila, was in town last week.
The Rio Grande is rising rapidly and
a big flood is expected next month.

SILVER'S CHAMPION.
THE

ROCKY

NEWS

MOUNTAIN
Established

1815.

TERMS OP SUBSRIPTION.
(IN ADVANCE.)
DAILY.
'
Ono year, by mull
Six months by mall
Three months by mull
Ono month by mull
Sunday edition, (10 paites.) your

S7.50
3.75
1.00
05
52.50

Daily Editions include the Sunday.

WEEKLY.
$1.00
Ono your, by mull, In advance
Sumplo copies of either edition on implica

tion.
Tho News Is tho only consistent champion
of silver In tho west, and should bo In every
homo In tho west, and In tho hands of every
minor and business man In New Mexico.
Send In your subscriptions

at once.

All communications must lie addressod to

News Printing Co., Denver, Colo.
NOT1CK KOlt l'PHMCATIO.N.

at

I
Las Chucks, N. M
1HU5.
f
April
VOTICE TS I1EÜEHY GIVEN THAT THE
settlor has lllod notice
l followimt-iiiimc- d
Ion to muko final proof in supof lils int
port of his clulm. und that suid proof will bo.
mudo before the 1'robuto Judtto or l'rolmto
Work ut Silver City N. M.. on Muy 25th, 1HI5,
viz.: Martin Tellls. who mudo homestead apK of sec.
plication No. 15tl for the w of
IS. tp HI south of runite 20 west.
Ho names the followlnit witnesses to nrovo
his continuous residence upon und cultivation of. said luud. viz:
of Silver City, New Mexico,
Aliel Duruii.
of Duncan, Arizona.
Candió Tellls,
K. Hluldu,
"
"
"
T. (ionziilos,
Any person who desires to protest uftulnst
of
knows
who
or
proof,
of
such
tho allowance
any stilistnntlul reiison, under tho law and
department,
tho regulations of the Interior
why such proof should not bo allowed, will lie
Klvon an opportunity at tho uIhivo mentho
tioned time and placo to
wit nesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal of that submitted by
John 1). Huyan,
clalniiuit.

Land Office

111.

n-- w

cross-oxaml-

Hirlter.
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LEGISLATION THAT FAILED.
The Hexirnn Free Zone Will Still Kemnln

APRIL 17, 1895.

anxious to abolish the free zone and has
so far as to treat as foreign articles
all goods exported from it into the re- mainder of territory, including in this
classification even the wines which are
manufactured in the zone. The action
of the United States, in hostility to the
zone will, however, embarrass the Mexican goverment, as to take steps in the
direction of abolition will now give the
opposition party a further opportunity
of asserting that the Mexican government is too subservient to the wishes of
the United States. Washington Post.

e
F. M. Galloway was in from the
loch district yesterday. He is confident
that the mines which are being opened
up there will prove to be big producers
and that before many months have
rolled around the camp will be one of
the most important gold camps in the
territory.
You can get a copy oí Coin's Financial School free by paying a year's subscription to Tun Eaoi.k in advance.
Call at the odice, leave your subscription and get a copy of the greatest book
on the silver question ever published.
Baxter Bishop, proprietor of the
emporium, was on the sick list several days last week. He had an attack
of the grip.
James S. Fielder has leased the Darling residence on Yaukie street and will
take possession on the first of next
month.
W. J. Sapp A'us in from Paschal yesterday, lie believes that Paschal will
become a prominent camp in the near
future.
Frank Kennerston left last week for
California where he will go into the
soldier's home.
The postollice, telegraph ollice and
telephone ollice are all in the same
building now.
f he Van Smelting company will coin- menee operations at the Hngler works
Tul-gon-

Free.
After a conference between the Mexican minister, Senor Romero, and the
officials of the treasury department, the
Mexican government has been advised
that the legislation which was passed in
the closing days of the last congress relating to the free zone is ineffective in
its character. Investigation at the treasury department
shows that this is
another instance of the danger of rushing through, in the final hours of conThe Pacific mill here is steadily poundgress, legislation which has not been
ing
away on ore from Pinos Altos. No
thoroughly discussed.
in New Mexico has been kept more
mill
The, free zone, as is well known, isa
strip of territory aliout twelve miles steadily at work during the past five
wide, along the northern boundary of years than the Pacific and no mill in the
Mexico, from the gulf to the Pacific territory has done better work.
A sister of the Mexican woman who
Ocean.
Into this free zone, foreign
goods can be imported free of duty. It was taken from the jail here to the in
was established in order that the Mex- sane asylum at Las Vegas some months
icans living on the boundary might be ago has gone crazy. This makes the
able to purchase merchandise at the third member of this family who has
same prices paid by their American become insane.
neighbors. The plan worked admirably,
N. A. Bolich, treasurer of this county
preventing the emigration to this coun- and one of the prosperous merchants of
try of the Mexicans who lived within Deming, was here last Saturday on a
the limits of the zone.
visit to his wife who has been at the
In course of time, however, complaint
Grant countv hosnit.nl for a connle of
began to be made that foreign goods
weeks for treatment.
sent across this country and into the
The first message was sent over the
free zone without the payment of duty
new telephone line last Saturday. The
were smuggled back into the United
line is now complete as far as the Gila soon.
States, thus evading the revenue.
and connection will lie made with Mog-The Mushroom whist club will meet
Although there is a difference of opinion
ollon this week.
this eveninir at the residence of Wm.
as to the extent of this smuggling, the
There will be a special meeting of the Laizure.
treasury ollicials were very anxious to
Improved
Order of Red Men at their', Landruni A Witzcl received a hand-ha- ll
imak up the importations which the
tomorrow
evening at 8 o'clock sharp, some delivery wagon last week from St.
free zone enjoyed and the Texas
A full attendance is desired.
Louis.
were also concerned in the
At Pinos Altos, on Friday evening,
same direction, believing that their
Miss Cora Derbyshire is here from
people would profit, by the restriction. April 19th, Rev. Edward S. Cross will Pinos Altos visiting M iss Josie Whitehill.
Consequently, a joint resolution was hold Episcopal services at the school
Lee Dotson is now employed by Aaron
passed prohibiting the passage in liond house. All are cordially invited.
Schutz in the Bank Building Bazaar.
TT C
I
f
through the United States of goods des" Tuesday, April 9, 1895, to
he has occupied on Main
tined for the free zone. An examinaof A. II. Maiser, a son.
wife
the
He now resides
tion of the resolution, however, shows street last week.
Black's addition.
T)ke
FitzSimnions was in from Al- that it relates only to section No. ,1005,
.Toe Williams was here last week on 1mm
lira
last Mondav.'
of the law, while three other sections,
his way from Mogollón to Pinos Altos,
Nos. 3002, 300:5, and .'004 remain in full
uiis. luorriu nas necn down whii ine
Mrs. J. Aronheiin is down from Pinos
grip for S((wrft ,UVi)t
force. These sections direct that "any Altos on a visit.
.
.
T
imported merchandise in original packJiKigeiioone came up trom Denung ' I., it. (nvnnv ivna horn frntn T.nrilhnrif
ages, which shall have been duly en- last Monday.
last week on business.
tered and bonded in pursuance of the
provisions relating to warehouses, may
The
be withdrawn from warehouses for immediate exportation, without payment
WHITSON-LEITC- H
oi (tnties.Ac, to points within the tree
zone, mentioned in the sections.
In
other words, the only thing which has
been accomplished by the passage of Unlaw is the opening of goods at th! port
of entry, New York, for instance, in
KL PASO, TEXAS,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M
Hit .SVii Fi a, trineo Sf.
stead of in the free zone, but the at tempt
S03 A'ai'Umf Arei.m:
to practically abolish the free zone
"ontlilv payments.
was the
of the legislation, Sl'U r,'lill,,JV g(K't on
tan refer to many families with win mi they have dealt.
f.iLl
has signall.N
Tuni ng n( 1'ianos in Grant county attended to.
mi
ine Mexican government lias hcen
rite them for catalogue of new style Pianoj, Tmhu.
post-olli-

1

l.n..7

1

1

l'rl.

CLARK-

MUSICCO.

i

Piano.

ce

Indian Signal Fires.

Hopewell Interviewed.

It is thought that the Kid has eot in
his work again down in the Animas and
added one more to his list of killed. A
Mexican who has been herding sheep
for the Donegan brothers for some time
failed to come in last week at the. usual
time. The Donegans went out to the
rantre where the Mexican had been
herding the sheep to see what was the
matter. No trace of the Mexican could
be found and the sheeD were widelv scat
tered. A diligent search was made for
the man without results. There was no
reason for the man's leaving. He had
worked for the Donegans for a long time
and had wages coming to him. Signal
fires had been seen in the hills and there
is little doubt but that the Indians am
bushed and killed the herder. Liberal

Hon. W. S. Hopewell, of Hillsboro,
was met by a reporter for the New Mexi

can last night and gracefully suomiuea
to the numning process. He said there
were four mills at work at Hillsboro ; two
at work at the placers and two m town.
Those at the placers are working on the
cement which is a puzzle to the mining
people of the county. The cement runs
from one to fifty feet in thickness and is
valued at $4.50 to $6 per ton.
Mr. Hopewell says that never in the
history of Hillsboro have times been as
good as at present. He says that lo
men are at work there now at good wages,
and the outlook is good for many more
Mr. Hopewell says the advance m
meats of late has added thousands to New
Mexico ranch values, and this taken in
connection with the demand for gold
properties and the promise for silver
Attempted Jail lireak.
The prisoners in the county jail took leads him to predict good times for this
advantage of the racket made by the territory during the coming year. New
Btorm last Friday to knock a hole in the Mexican.
wall, and they were in the act of getting
out when they were discovered by Atan- D.
acio Piñones, one of the guards. But
BREEDER OF
AND
for the vigilance of Piñones, the whole IMPORTER
gang might have escaped. There are 29
PURE ITALIAN BEES.
prisoners in the jail, nine of whom are
under sentence and awaiting transporta
of Apiary Supplies of Leahy
tion to the penitentiary. The leaders in Also a full lino Prices.
M'f'R Co., at their
the attempt to escape were Juan Silva,
aiAmateur Bee Hook for lieislnners
murderer; Benigno Morales, charged alORUQ Free.
Box 6, Safford, Ariz.
with murder and
and
Ben Martin, the Mesilla burglar. Roper
took no part in the attair. Independent
F.
Democrat.

W.

JEFFERSON

--

horse-stealin-

Wm,

is reported

It
that the deal for bond
ingw the Alabama mine at Carlisle, tmr- Í
ticulars of which were printed in the
Liberal some weeks ago, has fallen
through. The trouble is that J. B.
Haggin, the California millionaire, owns
a
interest in the property,
and lie refuses to sign the 1kiu1. Mr.
.Haggin is willing to sell his interest at
the same rate the other owners are will
ins to l)ond for. but refuses to sign a
bond. It may be that arrangements
will be made to raise the money and buy
Mr. Haggin out at his figures, in which
case the deal will le made as originally
reported. This seems to be an instance
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Lorenz,

FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT

Coin's Financial School
has made more converts to the sil
ver cause than any other publication. Wc will send it free to any
one paying a year's subscription to
The Eagle in advance. Send $2
and get The Eagle and this valuable book. Address

The Eagle,
Silver City, N. M.

GUADALUPE

BOOT&

SHOE
MAKER.

MENDOZA,

UEl'AIUING NEATLY
AND
I'KOMl'TLY DONE.

Prices reasonable, and
satisfaction Kimriinteed.
Shop on Yankie St reet.

NO FUN ABOUT

IT

E. ROSENBERG,

INSURANCE.

BOOT AND SHOEMAKER.

Notary Pum.ic.
Offlec at
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
l'ost-offle- c.

I promise you faithfully, in the IntiR run,
you shall save half your money, by liavlni
your work neatly and promptly done to suit
yourself, at E. KOSKN HEKU'S
Silver City, N. M.

one-twelt- h

where the prospector lost by having
interested a capitalist in his property
Liberal.

B. T.

LINK,
Proprietor

i

of the

t rc.urL.co
r

EAT"

ARKET

Hon. S. M. Ashenfelter left on the
Santa Fe train Sunday for Colorado
Springs, Colo., where he will engage in
Will constantly keep on hand the choicest
the pratice of hisfprofession. However,
people of Grant'connty and vicinity will
bo pleased to learn that he still retains
his ollice in this place with Hon. C. J.
Mulvaneand will.dcvote a part of his
in
time to his clients in New Mexico. Mrs.
" We solicit your patronage.
Ashenfelter and Miss Anna will remain Alao a (till line of FRUIT.
in Deming forborne J i me yet.
BULLA RD ST., SILVER CITY, N. M.

Beef, Pork and Mutton.'
Oysters, Fish and Game

Season.
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Apaches. If the troops are maintained
by the government for the purpose of
protecting the lives and property of the
citizens of the United States and the
protection of the flag, it would seem
that no commanding officer would be so
forgetful of this duty to his country as to
recommend the removal of troops from
a post where they are continually needed,
to a place where their principal duty
would be to furnish amusement for admiring ladies and gentlemen whose occupations are not of such a nature as to
prevent them from devoting a considerable part of their time to listening to the
sweet strains of music furnished by government musicians and to observing the
evolutions of the troops on the parade'
ground.
It is a question of protection or dress
parade. Simply this and nothing more.
All that is necessary in the matter is to
put the case to Secretary Lamont just as
it is. He is a man of good sense and
discretion and may be relied upon to do
the right thing every time when he is in
possession of the facts.

bimetallic party, the gold bugs will have
an easy victory and the country will
continue to suffer a continuance of the
business depression which has prevailed
for the past two years.
The business men of the east are being
converted slowly but it is rather too
much to expect that a majority of them
will favor silver by the time the next
national conventions meet and the battle will have to be fought between the
east on the one side and the south and
west on the other. That Cleveland has
a firm hold on the democrats of the east
annot be denied and if he is to be beat
en in the convention the opposition will
have to be united and organized. Any
division of the silver forces will result in
certain and disastrous defeat and this
cannot be too forcibly impressed upon
the minds of the friends of the white
metal.
The republican party is too strongly
committed to the gold standard for any
relief to be seriously thought of in that
direction. If silver is to be restored to
its rightful place as a money metal, it
will have to be done through the demo
cratic party and in order to accomplish
this it will be necessary for the silver
forces to pull together and make an
earnest light in the next democratic
convention.

PROTECTION OR DRESS PARADE.
The question of the removal of the
troops from Fort Bayard to Fort Marcy,
it appears, has not yet. been fully decided. There ought not to be the slight
est hesitation in regard to this matter as
it is simply a question as to whether the
troops are in this part of the country for
the protection of the citizens or for the
FOR A THIRD TERM.
pu rposc of getti n g on t on a parade ground
for the diversion of persons who have an
That there are prominent democrats
abundance of time to observe and ap in the country who hope to see Cleve
plaud.
ianti nominated ior a tourtn time is very
The troops at Fort Marcy were called much in evidence and it is a matter not
out during the strike on the Santa Fe to to be treated lightly. In this part of the
Tub New Mexican remarks that "Juspreserve order in the northern part of country there are many democrats, in- the territory, and this is the only in- - eluding Anthony Joseph, who believe tice is stalking about New Mexico with
stance in recent years when the troops that Vice President Stephenson will be lioth eyes wide ojien these days;" It is
at Santa Fe have been of the slightest the nominee of the democratic party high time that Justice should make her
service to the country. It is true that next year for the presidency but Mr, appearence in New Mexico, Bnd if the
the citizens of Santa Fe and visitors to Stephenson is more likely to
killed by number of convictions which have been
that town have been entertained and de- lightning than he is to receive the nom had in the courts within the past month
lighted by the regimental band which was ination for the presidency next year at are any indication that Justice is here,
her coining will lie welcomed by all of
stationed there and have looked upon the hands of the democracy.
the gallant boys in blue with tender
The light next year in the national the good citizens of the territory. The
eyes as they have maneuvered on dress democratic convention will lie between doors of the penitentiary ought to close
parade, but beyond this the troops at the monometallists and the silver men. on many of the citizens of this territory
Santa Fe have rendered their country If the monometallists capture the con- who are now enjoying their freedom, and
little service.
vention the nominee of the convention it is sincerely to be hojied that violators
On the other hand the troops at Fort will 1h) Grover Cleveland, but if the sil of the law will get their just deserts.
Bayard have leen frequently called upon ver men gain control the nomination
to protect the citizens of this part of the will very probably lie given to Joseph C.
It is really quite amusing to see how
territory from the raids of hostile In- Sibley whose record on the silver ques- the gold bugs of the east are skurrying
dians. They rendered as efficient ser- tion is such that he will command the around to get under cover. The silver
vice during the railroad strike as did the vote of the silver men of the country.
sunlight is too strong for them and they
'
troops from Fort Marcy and since that
There is not the slightest d.mbt but are really beginning to be fearful that
time they have leen called out to scour that the great majority of business men the masses of the people of the country
the country in search of Indians. It is of the east are in favorof the nomination will get at the truth of the financial
a well known fact that since the surren- of a monometallist for the presidency question lieforc the time for the next
der of Gerónimo in the fall of 1886 the next year and the democrats are in favor presidential eledioii. The people of the
country has not been rid of hostile In- of the nomination of Cleveland for the east are being educated very rapidly on
dians. Depredations "liave lieen almost reason that his record on the silver ques- this question and it. will not be long beconl inually committed by the Kid and tion has
consistent and in accor- fore they will lie as well posted on the
his few followers in Arizona, New Mex- dance with their views on the question. silver question as are the residents of
ico or Mexico.
If the democrats of the west and south New Mexico.
Within the past ten days depredations want to see a silver man in the presihave leen reported lioth in Arizona and dential chair they will have to present
Japan has decided that China must
in this county and an outbreak of In- an unbroken line in the convention. A pay $271,800,000 indemnity and make
dians from the San Carlos reservation at division of the silver forces vill lie fatal other valuable cessions to Japan beforo
any moment would lie no surprise to the to the consummation of the end desired. peace will be declared. It is quite probresidents of New Mexico and Arizona If the silver forces lie divided lie- - able that China will eoniply with the dewho are acquainted with the ways of the tween the democrats, populists and mands of Japan.
i
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WESTERN DEMOCRATS.
his opinion their payment cannot be leThat the only hope for the free and gally enforced against the town of Silver
unlimited coinage of silver rests in the City. The question of legality may be
action of the democratic party, has been tried in the courts. If the city council
repeatedly stated in the columns of Tub refuses to pay the interest on these
Eagle. The truth of this assertion is bonds, the holders will bring suit against
now more apparent than ever before. the city to determine the validity of the
Republican leaders are either coming issue. .Meanwhile eastern capital will
out against silver and in favor of a "sound seek other places for investment.
currency" or they are waiting for an in- Should the bond matter be taken into
ternational agreement to patch up an court the city might or might not be
arrangement for the more extensive use successful. There is a difference of opinof silver, but just how this is to be done ion as to the validity of the bonds, but
if the city should win the case it would
no one seems to understand.
Representative Hepburn, of Iowa, who then be a matter of very grave doubt as
was in the treasury department during to whether the city could afford to refuse
the Harrison administration, in a recent to pay the bonds. A refusal to pay
interview, gives his ideas on the silver these bonds, though they may be illegal,
situation from a republican standpoint. would destroy the ciedit of the city and
He is a silver man but favors interna- would leave a most undesirable impres
tional agreement, like the great majority sion as to the character of our people in
the minds of investors and business men
of the silver republicans. He said :
"I thought I saw an increasing feeling in the east.
in favorof the immediate unlimited coinInterest on the bonds of this county
age of silver by the United States, which
was very surprising to me. This senti- will be paid as fast as the money comes
ment was especially noticeable among into the treasury and it is quite probable
democrats. I spent a number of days in
Chicago, and found the same conditions that the overdue coupons will all be
there. On the railway trains silver was taken up within the next few months.
a general topic of conversation. Free sil- The money which will be received for
ver literature was in wide circulation account of the interest fund from the
everywhere.
"The educational processes being put territorial delinquent taxes will amount
forward in behalf of free silver are hav- to a considerable sum and this, with the
ing marked influence on the people. I money collected on account of the levy
lielieve that this year in every democratfor interest on bonds, will probably pay
ic state convention held west of the Aloff
all the outstanding coupons.
legheny mountains a position in favor of
the immediate unlimited coinage of silver will be taken, unless the internationIf Fort Bayard should be abandoned
I
al conference is called and people are in- and the reservation should be thrown
duced to believe that there is reasonable
open there would be a great rush of
prospect of an early international agreement as to ratio and coinage. The state miners there. It isa well. known fact
sells for 25 cents, but
democratic platform in Iowa heretofore that there are very valuable mineral dehas contained a plank advocating free posits on the reservation and miners
coinage of silver, but last year this plank
would not le slow in getting claims may tie had free by suwas omitted through the action of party
off if it should be thrown open.
staked
managers. Something in the nature of
a revolt was thereby occasioned among
to THE EAGLE
Joseph C. Sidley is talking silver to
the democrats of the state, and that acof
increasing the the people of Colorado this week. He
tion has had the effect
desire of the people to take further interest in silver. The state republican plat- will be very much in evidence about the who pay a year in advance,
form has followed the national republi- time of the national conventions next
can platform in regard to silver. The year in spite of the efforts of the monom-etallis- ts
republicans of the west have always been
to belittle the silver movement.
in favor of free and unlimited coinage of
silver as a result of international agreement. I thought I noticed a stronger, There has been a great deal said about
feeling among them on my last trip in the income tax recently but it will
favor of such use of silver independently bother the people of this territory very
of such agreement, but if the invitation little.
There are few'people in this teris made by Germany and accepted by
the commercial nations of the world, I ritory who will be bothered about makhave no doubt that republicans will be ing out a report of their incomes.
content to stand on the declarations of
the platform and wait for such joint ac
tion. I believe, however, that should
d
the republicans of the west become
that there is to be no such confer
ence and that gold monometallism is to
I desire to inform you that having purchased the stock, fixtures,
be the policy of European nations and of
of
etc.
Mr. J. A. Kemmis, Watchmaker and Jeweler, I will continue the
our own men of wealth, they will prefer
business at the same place.
silver monometallism to gold."
A select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried.
The opinion of the city attorney in re
I make a SPECIALTY of FINE WATCH REPAIRING and will
lation to the question of the legality of appreciate a trial and will guarantee satisfaction.
the city bonds was printed in the last
Very Truly,
issue of tho Enterprise. At the end of
R.
a seven colum opinion he says that in
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THE NEW CAPITOL.
Work

In

rronresnliiK Steadllj With
vict Labor.

E. E. GANDARA.

The Silver City
Con-

Drives in DRY GOODS and

It is indeed

a foul bird that befouls its
own nest. In Santa Fo resides an individual who, by some misplaced confidence or other, has access to the columns
of the Albuquerque Citizen. Of course
the Citizen is always glad to publish
anything intended to injure Santa Fe or
its people, so in yesterday's issue of that
paper appears a dirty screed under the
heading of Santa Fe correspondence
which refers to the alleged failure of the
capitol board to carry forward its plans
and maligns the people of this town by

CLOTHING!
Special Bargains in LADIES',
GENTS' and CHILDREN'S
SHOES.

Also a full lino of

ULAhh-WAR-

E

and CROCKERY.

Jewelry Made to Order Repairing
Neatly Done.
PRICES REDUCED.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

We sell everything CHEAP
FOR CASH.

YaiiUlo St. Silver Olty.N.M.

BORENSTEN BROS.
L.

SILVERSMITH.

GOLD AND

TEN CENT STORE.

.

FLEMING CATTLE CO.
Range:
Fleming and
vicinity.

J. SMITH,

General Repair Shop.

PostolTice

and Revolvers

:

Bicycles, Guns
asserting that they are not heartily sup
Silver City,
Promptly Repaired.
N. M.
Ml
porting the Itoard in its endeavors. It is
Kates Uonsowililo.
a pack of falsehoods from start to finisl
M.
N.
City.
Yankiu St. Sllvor
including that part of the article which
criticises Hon. A. Staab as a member of
the board and traduces his character as
an enterprisingcitizenof this community
subscription will le presented with a copy of
The facts are, that within twenty days The Eagle for a year's
after the legislative act providing for the the World Almanac.
rebuilding of the capitol became law the
work was commence! and has been
steadily prosecuted daily since that time
The commission appointed by the gov
m
ernor, its president being Hon. F. A
Manzanares, of Las Vegas, has been most,
active, and, t hanks largely to the liberal
ity and energy of Mr. Staab, the secretary
of the board, the most satisfactory proAND ENCYCLOPEDIA
gress has been made. Indeed, it is on
Mr. Slaab's personal guarantee that funds
The Best Reference Book Printed.
have been forthcoming to carry on the
A Volume of over 500 pages
work, and only yesterday, when it was
It Treats 1,400 topics
found thai, owing to other business engagements the members of the board
Endorsed by STATESMEN,
could not meet this month, Mr. Staab, as
'
EDUCATORS and
secretary of the board, had a conference
STUDENTS everywhere.
with Col. Bergmann.of the penitentiary,
and arranged matters so that the work
Has Reached Such a State of Perwould go on continuously during his ab
fection That it Is a Veritable
sence at the east for the coining thirty
. Encyclopedia of Facts, Statisdays, he personally advancing the neces
tics and Events Brought Down
sarv funds.
to January First, 893. .
of
at
its
back
With this sort enterprise
and the people of Santa Fe standing
1895 volume is a whole library
ready to advance the money to keep the
One can hardly think
itself.
work going, the AlbuqiierqneCitizen and
it cannot answer. It tells
question
of
a
all other enemies of this city, at home or
all about party platforms, election staabroad, may rest assured that there will
tistics, the new tariff, religions of the
be no failure on the part of the capitol
commission or any member thereof to do
earth, population everywhere, state and
New
in
the
full
premises.
ditty
their
government statistics', occupations of
'
Mexican.
men, foreign matters, literature, science

U

FREE TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.

SMS"

'"ll

THE

VORtDsJIMPIC
FOR

189Ü,
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THE

From present indications there will be
but few cattle left in this country at the
end of the season. The Hart Brothers'
Land and Cattle Co. intend shipping
their entire herd. The Haggin & Hearst
Company will ship at least five thousand
head, the San Simon company will make
large shipments, ami many of the smaller .owners Intend shipping all the cattle
they can gather and sell. Liln'ral.

and education.

i
11

It

is . . .

AMERICA'S STANDARD YEAR BOOK;

PRICE,

postpaid by mail,

-

25 CENTS.
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MonomotalliHts Lotting Their Temper Over
A New Mill.
"Coin's Financial School."
C. P. Crawford was in from the new
The Chattanooga Times, like a good camp in the Burros last week.
He
many other monometallist newspapers, stated that the new mill was completed
has lost its temper because of the wide and had been started for a short time
circulation of a little book entitled just to see how it would run. It will be
"Coin's Financial School," which it de- started on ore today or tomorrow.
For
scries as "sorry twaddle," and wrath-full- y The starting of this mill has been
declares that "if it could be safely looked forward to by the miners of this
done, such books ought to be burned by part of the territory with a great deal of
the hangman and the authors stood in interest. No mill like it has ever been
We want The Eagle to be read
the stocks." We fear, however that it constructed in this part of the world and
during the coming year by every
cannot be "safely done." Revolutions if it will do what is claimed for it, gold
never go backward. The people, the milling will be revolutionized and the family in Grant county. It will
plain people, the ignorant plebs, the un- low grade gold ores of southwestern New continue to be the best; neatest and
couth hoi polloi, have enjoyed their lib- Mexico will be worked at a much larger newsiest local paper published in
erty so long that any attempt to pro- profit than they have been worked here- New Mexico.
It will advocate
scribe their literature and regulate their tofore.
democratic principles and oppose
opinions by the civilized and intellectS. S. Brannin, county commissioner all rings, cliques and combinations
ual process of "standing them in the
for the second district of this county, of
whatever character.
stocks" might be resented. That "many
was here this week. He will soon re:
headed beast" called the people is a
sign his office and numerous applications
dangerous animal in his moods. The
(6;i(jlc
have already been made to the governor
learned editor of the Times doubtless
for appointment to fill the vacancy which
knows something of his nature and habwill thus le created.
will keep an eye open to all the
its, and wisely suggests a doubt as to
whether it would be safe to undertake to The normal school will close the first interests of the taxpayers of the
cage him after he has been allowed to week in June. The growth of this school county, every one of whom will
run wild so long. This thing of burning since its opening last September has find
it to his interest to take The
literature by the hangman and standing been very satisfactory and it is expected
Eagle.
fall
will
open with a
heretical authors in the stocks was a that the term next
In order to enable every person
practice much in vogue some centuries much larger attendance than there has
ago; the learned editor of the Times been this year.
in Grant county to judge of the
Invitations have been sent out by character of the paper, we will send
knows as well as any man just how effiIsaac S. Tiffany lodge I. O. 0. F., of this
cacious such measures proved in check
ing the spread of "heresy." There is city, for a ball and supper to be given on
always some Luther bold enough to nail Friday evening, April 26th. The ball
a script even upon the door of the church. will doubtless be largely attended.

mum

EAGLE
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The literature of the common people is
read by the light of the flamea kindled
for its destruction, and liberty is never
more effectively preached than from the
stocks, the scaffold, or the stake. Memphis Commercial-Appea- l.
The down town office of the Western
Union Telegraph company was removed
yesterday from the Southern hotel to the
postoflice. The telegraph office and the
office of the Silver City and Mogollón
Telephone company are in the same
The telegraph office will be
room.
open in the evening the same as it was

Coin's Financial School has made more from now until June 15, 1895, for
silver converts than any other publica 25 cents. Send in your subscription. Call at Tub Lagi.e office and get tion and that of your neighbor.
a copy or send in your subscription and
the book will be mailed to you.

Address

Henry Rosenberg made arrangements
while at Mogollón for putting up a store
in that lively camp. Most of our merchants are interested to a greater or less
extent in the Mogollons.

Silver City, N. M.

TnroTiryroTinrrinrir

at the Southern.
George Dickinson was here from the
mining camp at Tulloch's this week.
The miners out there will hold a meeting this week to create a new mining
district.
Walter Moore, of the Mimbres, who
has been attending school at Dixon, Ills.,
has returned home.
Henry Rosenberg is making some improvements on his property in the shape
of an addition to the White House.
Mrs. AV. B. Walton arrived from Dem-in- g
yesterday. Mr. and Mrs. Walton
will reside here.
Miss Flora Derbyshire is stopping
with Mrs. Lorcnz for a few days.
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A FLAT i AILURE.
The Matrimonial Mishap of a Sioux

Warrior.
He Wedi Modern Mnlden and Then Tinea
.
for Oblivion Illa Fin de Siecle Bride
Would Not Chop Wood Nor
Draw Witter.
A tragedy occurred near the mouth
of Willow creek, S. D., recently which
for humor and touching pathos litis yet
t o bo equaled in the history of tlij.s section of country, l'uul Medicino l!o;ly,
:i Sioux warrior, becoming tired of life
and disgusted with the perfidy of the
weaker sex, attempted suicide at the
end of a rope, and his aged father
brought the instrument of destruction
to Tort Pierre, appealing to the coroner to go out and "sit" upon the body
of his son, who, he averred, was "mn-- h
heap dead gulp a heap." As there was
not sufficient evidence that the man
was dead, however, the coroner declined
to go.
On October 20 last, says a recent dispatch, Paul Medicine llody and Martha
: lead wended their way happily over
the hills and down through the canyons of Had river to Fort Pierre. They
were to be married, and nil the pent-ui iy of sizzling love could be seen spreading itself over their swarthy features ns
lljey realized that the fruition of their
hopes and desires was soon to be
consummated. No more of the aimless
life of a bachelor for Medicine Hody.
.''omorc rude awakenings from long;
..ad blissful dreams of hunting grounds,
.f fabulous wealth, to the dull, prosaic
necessity of building a fire and cooking
treakfast. The cobwebs which had
accumulated in the apex of his tepee
would no longer impede the blue smoke
from his wigwam fire as it curled
ea ven ward to be lost in the clear atmosphere of his beloved Dakota land,
lie believed that "as the cord unto the
tiow is, bo is woman unto man." Tims
sang the joyous Medicine 15;dy, n:vl us
lie fondly conjured up i.v:ie of his
iliititul wife patiently eiit'.i;i f tho pile
of wood lie thought what i n ''..: being
wus woman! In adversity l:o c.vnf
uml in prosperity how lov.iblc!
.Medicino llody was given much today
vliciiiuuig on that eventful October
ii iniing, and the more he dreamed the
luster grew his pace toward the clerk
of the court's oillce. Johnston Jeff-liewho was then clerk of the
courts, happened to be in a barbershop
.".tting his whiskers trimmed, and it
.vas tliore that Medicine Body found
ln::i. He applied for a license to wed
Uio coy inuiden, and Mr. Jeffries, who
always carried on a or more of those
necessary documents about him, forthwith produced one. Medicine I! dy,
being of a thrifty and economical turn,
then made overtures to the clerk of the
courts, who was also a justice of the
peace, to marry them on the spot in
consideration of a cord of dry ash wood.
The bargain wus struck, and there,
while the barber occasionally nicked
Ins customers as he told a funny story,
the solo.-i- n rites of holy matrimony
were ivr..;.:u! fro:n the standpoint of
p
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a frontier justice oi tne peace.
Medicine llody and his wife, with
thumping hearts and minds full of anticipations of joys to come, bestrode
their ponies and set their faces toward
the setting sun. l!ack over the hills
and through the canyons they went to
the ancestral tepee, where they expected to live a long life of unalloyed
happiness together. Hut Medicine llody
was doomed to be disillusioned. Martha
would not cut the wood nor yet brush
the cobwebs from his tepee, nor do many
other things, small in themselves, but
which in the aggregate go to make up
the qualities of a dutiful, loving helpmeet, while her liege lord, the descendant of a long line of noted warriors, sat
and smoked his pipe in peace. .So
he became morose, sullen, and would
no longer masticate the more or less
savory dishes which Martha prepared
for him, until at lust life became an intolerable burden to him and he took
his trusty lariat and went hunting for
a tree. No tree being in sight, he took
the next best thing, a rafter in a barn,
and sought a happy hunting ground,
where women's rights had not entered
its enlightening wedge and he could
follow the traditions of his race without
molestation.
His friends, however,
discovered him in time to save his life.
One more argument on the side of those
who claim that marriage is a failure.
BATS IN

A
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I cnturo9 Thitra of

the Marriage

Customs.

For wanton cruelty in the capture of
a bride we must go to Greenland.
There we find something more than

CHURCH.

Frequent I Iglits

w III tho Hats and Mice
Up3:i Waii-Tli y Prey.

In the unused basement of an old
church in Ilí verdal o there is a colony of
bats that rarely go out, but find their
subsistence among the rats and mice
they catch there, Hays the New York
Hun. They han,? during tho day heal
downward from the side3 of the stone
foundations by the aid of the peculiar
hooks, which are at the joints of their
wings and when they are not sleeping
they scurry tr.rjnd after food.
Tho janitor of the church whose
duties frequently eaiue hiin to gii.ilo
the basement lui) several time.; witnessed battle:; between the bats an 1 the
large black rats which infest tho place.
A dozen of them will watch patiently
for hours for such small prey as u
mouse and when onu uppo:ir:i they
swoop down upon him and after a lively struggle aaiid much squealing a:i 1
Happing of wings against each other
they generally .subdue him. After that
fight is over there is another r.:nong
the bats ther.iocl ves to see which ;hall
get the biggo:;t share of the prey. If
in the conflict any of the bats i. wounded or otlicnviio in capacitated from lak-iis- .l
caro of l.i:::::clf tho oilier bats set
u;w.i liiu and eat him, too.
Le. it fimmner t!y; church was entirely
freed from them f r a short time. This
win b:r.ighl about by the furna e ten-dewh.j left the window open liM midnight and then when the bats hud
tlov.M away on their nocturnal journcy-in'- f
Ik; ;!o:;ed it. When tho bat:; returned tho;; flapped around the win-dotrying to f;et in and finally hud to
ace': another abode. Since that time
;ho '.vind.r.Vü have been left open and
i ho l::'". r.re jnst a:; nueh tit home as
e,

r:

simulated violence in the method of
capturo and the means by which the
girl is retained. Dr. Nansen, in his account of his journey "Across Green-laud,- "
says that on the west coast marriage nowadays roughly follows the
liner, of marriage in Europe, but on the
euiit coast old customs prevail. A man
having made up his mind to take to
himself a wife, goes to tho tent of a
family, one of whose girl members
meets his views, catches her by the
hair or in some other equally rude
way, and drags her forth to his home,
lie there presents her with a bucket or
some. u:;eful domestic utensil, and the
ceremony incomplete.
Acwding to liaron Nordenskiold,
otique';.o requires that the bride should
receive hard blows. She does not submit readily, but bewails her fate, appears with torn garments and disheveled hair, and makc3 a show of getting
away fr.im her lnuband. Sometime;
her grief is sincere, and a sensitive
European would certainly not know
whether it wus or not. He might be
templed to interfere, in which case ho
would probably find himself opposed
by the bride an well as bridegroom. In
order that tho apparently miserable
woman might be compelled to remain
in her new home, the barbarous custom used to exist of branding her feet
u that they were too painful for her
to walk. l!y the time they were well
r.ho could with propriety declare her-ceto her position.
In Greenland, it is easy to tell who is
married and who is not. The Esquimau:: women gather up their hair into
a huge tuft on the top, tying it with a
ribbon, the color of which denotes their
position. A maid wears red, a married
woman blue, a widow, black; a widow
anxious to remarry, black and red; a
widow too old to remarry, white.
lf

ONE HUNDRED MILLION STARS.
Compute the Number
tho Heaven.
Let us see what richness of stellar
distribution is implied by this number
of 100,000,000 of visible stars, says the
Gentleman's Magazine. It may bo
easily shown that the area of the
whole sky in both hemispheres is 41,255
square degrees. This gives 2,424 stars
to the square degree.
The moon's apparent diameter being
slightly over half a degree (81 deg. 5
h
r.iiii.). the area of its disk is about
of a nquaro degree.
Tho area of tho whole star sphere is
consequently about 200,000 times the
area of the fall moon. A total of
of r.tars gives therefore 500 stais
to each space of tiky in area to the full
moon. This seems a large number, but
stars scattered over as thickly as this
would appear at a considerable distance apart when viewed with a tele-- i
;re of :i high power. As the area of
the noon's disk contains about TO
v. arc ::::r.uto3 of arc. there would r.cf.
How Astronomer
In

one-fift-
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uo an average oi even one i;:.:r to one1.!
square minute. A pair of Blurs half
minute, or thirty seconds, up;irt would
form a very wide double star, and with
r.tars pi need at even this distance the
i :oon's disk would cover about 3,000, or
six times the uctual number visible in
the largest telescope.

WHY
!t

li

ICE

FLOATS.

L'clitor Than Water JuHt
A!rwt t 1'rcvze.

Ice is specially "lighter" than water
just about to freeze, and, therefore,
lloats upon it, says ;in exchange. TL. re
is one reason why the formation of Le
usually, but not always, begins at the
surface. Another reason ij because of
its peculiar law of expansion. The
general law is that cold induces contraction. This holds good in the case
of water only to a certain point. When
water has cooled down to within 7.4 degrees of freezing it ceases to contract
as before, and, with increased cold,
actually begins to expand, and continues to do so until it freezes. This
expansion causes the colder portions of
the water to rise to the surface.
Above we have said that ice does not
always begin to form at the surface of
the water.
The exception is in the
case of what is known as "ground" or
"anchor ice." In this case the whole
body of the water is cooled at the same
time to below the freezing point, and the
substances at the bottom, such as the
stones and pebbles of river or lake bed.!,
serve as a nucleus or point of congelation and crystallization for the water.
This rare species of ice is formed under
such peculiar circumstances that others
than students and experimenters seldom see it.

niiranrck'i Diplomacy.
One day the Austrian embassador to
the federal diet, Count Reehberg, received a dispatch instructing him to
vote with Prussia for a certain important measure, accompanied with a confidential letter directing him to induce
the representatives of the other German states to vote against the measure
and thus defeat it. In his haste he
handed the wrong papor to Bismarck,
who read and returned it with the remark: "There must be some mistake
here." Reehberg saw his blunder, and
grew pale and excited. "Don't be disturbed," said Bismarck; "you did no',
intend to give me this document, and
therefore you have not given it to me.
and I am wholly ignorant of its con
tents." In fact, he made no mention of
it in his official reports, and thus won
Rcehberg's gratitude, besides having
him henceforth "on the hip."

THE DOG'ii

It I
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:ll:i for stolen goods,"
"or the Boston Globe;

BARK.

an Evolulon of the Uncultured
ing o Ol.l.

Yelp-

The most curious imitation which we
find in dogs is as to the measure of expression to which they have attained.
Among the savage forefathers of the
modern dog the characteristic of all
their utterance was, to a great extent,
involuntary, and, once begun, the outcry was continued in a mechanical
manner, says Scribner's Magazine.
The effect of advancing culture on
the dog, however, has been gradually
to decrease this ancient undifferentiated mode of expression by howling
and yelping, and to replace it by the
bar,k. There is
much more speech-lik- e
some doubt whether dogs possessed by
savages have the power of uttering the
the sharp, specialized note which is so
characteristic of the civilized form of

their species.

It is clear, however, that if they have

the power

of thus expressing themselves, they used it but rarely. On the
dogs have,
other hand, our high-breto a great extent, lost the power to express themselves in the ancient way.
Many of our breeds appear to have become incapable of ululating.
There 3
no doubt but the change in the mode of
expression greatly increases the capacity of our dogs to set forth their states
of mind.
dog one
If we watch a high-bre- d
with a wide range of sensibilities,
which we may find in breeds which
have long been closely associated with
man we may readily note five or six
varieties of sound in the bark, ea,:'.i of
which is clearly related to a certain
state of mind. That of webomj, of
fear, of rage, of doubt, and of pure
fun, are almost always perfectly distinct to the educated ear, and this, although the observer may not be acIf he
quainted with the creature.
knows him well he may be able to distinguish various other intonations
those which express impatience, and
even an clement of sorrow. This last
note verges t'wurd a howl.
d
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BOSTON THIEVES.

Kleptomaniac!

Who Are Welconiu in Hub
Stores.
"What do you do with kleptomani-

acs?" was the question recently put to
the proprietor of a large shop.
"We send them bills for what they
take when we know them. If they are
strangers, we act according to circumstances.
"A few days ago a lady was in the
shop with her daughter a beautiful
little girl of twelve years.
"The girl was seen slipping a roll
Slow Work.
of costly ribbon into her satchel. We
The late Prof. Ilyrtl was very fond spoke to the mother, who became inof animals. Some years ago one of his dignant.
fellow professors undertook some ex"She opened the satchel to convince
periments to ascertain the loss of us that we were mistaken, when it was
weight in cases of starvation, using for found to contain threo lace handkerthe purpose a lot of rabbits. The sub- chiefs, two pairs of gloves and the ribjects of the experiment were weighed bon.
every day, but to the professor's aston"Well, we took the things back and
ishment they gained flesh instead of said nothing. We can't afford to in
losing it. It was some time before he jure our trade by making enemies
found out that Prof. Ilyrtl had been .":ong our rich customers."
"Vo l were mcukinsr of sending out
keeping them well supplied with food.

a. writer
"are they ever

asked

:)uid?"

"Always, where the person is a kleptomaniac.
I have known of shopfi
which kept a regular list of kleptomaniacs. Whenever they lost anything they
sent bills to all of them. As they ail
settled for the stolen goods, you can
imagine that the business was a profitable one, can't you?"
IN THE YEAR

1,000,000.

The Laxt Man on E'irtli Will Be Smaller
Tim n n Fly.
The surface of the earth is slowly but

surely diminishing, says the scientists.
All the landed portion will be submerged and the last man will be
drowned.
The ice is gradually accumulating av;
the'north pole and slowly melting away
at the south. Eventually the earth's
center of gravity will suddenly change,
and the last man will be crushed by the
rush of movables that will quickly
glide over its surface.
There is a retarding medium in space'
causing a gradual loss in velocity in all
of the planets. The earth, when her
revolutions finally cease, will be drawn
nearer and nearer to the sun until the
last man will be literally roasted off the
face of the earth.
Beginning with the year 8000 A. D.
humanity will commence to retrograde,
and by the end of the year 1,000,000 ir.au
will be no larger and have no more intelligence than a plant louse. In thsit.
event there will be no "last man," remarks the St. Louis Republic.
The sun's lires will gradually burn
out and the temperature cool; in conse
quence the earth s glacial zones wi!l
enlarge, driving shivering humanity
toward the equator. At last the !nli
able space will lessen to nothing anl
overcrowded humanity will be frozen
in a heap.
YEARS DID WELL

FOR HIM.

lie llought the Iloat Tint Ilrought

111m

Here I'ennilcas.
An interesting onecdote is told of the
late Capt.Theodore Julius, whose death
occurred recently. Some time ago, says
the Philadelphia Record. Capt. .Irtliua
went over to a shipyard in C'uuiden to
take o look at the eld packet ship
Tona-wand-

a,

which was being converted Into
a coal barge. The captain too'.; a particular interest in the old ship be ':r :
of his having served as mate abour.l Ikt
in the early '00s. While he stood
vessel a total stranger
proached him and asked: "I:m'l yo:r
name Julius?" The captain replied i.i
the affirmative. "You were a malj
on that ship in the summer of V'A'i
"Yes," said the captain. "You don't
remember me," continued the stranger,
"but I remember you very well. I wn:i
a steerage passenger on thcTonawanda
at that time, being on my way to this
country. I've been pretty prosperous
and I've just bought the old i;hi and
am going to make a coal barge of her.
Strange, i m't it, that I should cone to
own the ship that brought me practical ly penniless to this country?" The
captain agreed with him that it was
very stvnnfe.
wiiU'.i-ingtheo-

ld
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of Tom's .i.tving nc.iru tne same piece
played by other hands in the interval

A MUSICAL MARVEL.
Blind Tom, the Pianist, and His
Wonderful Talent.
The Discovery of Ills Remarkable GlCt
and Its Devtdopmont Eccentricities
of the Hlglit'css Master of
the I'lano.

The recent death of Gen. Bethune,
the original ownerof the musical negro
slave boy known us "Ulind Tom," has
aroused much public curiosity as to the
disappearance of Tom from view. The
best information I have been able to
obtain is that he is passing the closing
days of his life in a lunatic asylum, his
vagaries having taken on too dangerous
a form to admit of his going freely
about as heretofore.
Tom was born in Muscogee county,
Ua., says a writer in- Kate Field's
Washington. His father's name was
Mingo, and his mother was called by
her owner Aunt Charity. While he
was still a boy, and supposed to be a
mere idiot as well as sightless, he used
to conceal himself in his master's house,
and after midnight creep into the parlors and play the same airs with
which his young u... .tress had entertained her guests a few hours before,
being cautious to suppress his notas by
holding his foot on the soft pedal, lie
was soon detected, however, and reprimanded. A milder view was taken of
his shortcomings when his master discovered that the boy's gift might be
turned to profitable account; meanwhile, the children of the household,
delighted with his marvelous powers,
had not hesitated to defy the discipline
of their elders and encourage him to
play for them on the sly.
Besides being a remarkable player of
other people's music, Tom was a composer himself. He was near enough to
one of the battlefields of the civil war
to catch the sounds from it, nud these
lie wove into a piece which his manager entitled, for popular c!';oct: "i'lic
Battle of Manassas." la it the piano is
made to imitate the music of the iifes
and drums, the charges of the cavalry,
the thunders of a battery, the groans
of the wounded and dying, and all the
incidents of a great light so faithfully
as to call up a panorama of the scene
before the mind's eye of the listener.
One of the feats which Tom was accustomed to perforin in public to the
amazement of his audiences wa: the
imitation of any piece of r.i'.i.;i.: performed in his hearing by a stranger.
Some of these pieces made s.i great aa
impression on him that he carried thcr.i
in liis mind for a long period and then
could reproduce them ut will. A story
which seems somewhat apocryphal was
told me by a teacher of music in a
young ladies' seminary in Maryland,
representing Tom as having carried in
years, note
his memory for twenty-on- e
for note, a (lernuin waltz which ha
been played before him by my informant in order to test his ability, and which,
a i far us known, ho never atte;n;-e- d
W imI
,i f hi during all that period.
i'.e.l '.aal th re was a
,;.ity
1

i

;;;.
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and thus kept lib memory refreshed,
the professor assured r.ic that this could
not be so, be au; before playing it to
the waltz, adaptTom he ha.! rewri.-ioiing it fro::i i. original German form to
one which contained a number of variations and fancy touches of his own.
Tom reprodu red aH these incidentals
with ab;o'..ite f.iiviiw.lness.
- The theory
that Tom must be of a
gentle disposition because so given to
music would be very misleading. Sound,
rather than harmony, was what appealed to his intellect, such as it- was,
and his reproductions were governed
by the rules of accuracy rather than
inspired by artistic genius. It used to
be said oí him that the crying of a
child afforded him keen dol'ght, and
when ho could not draw forth as much
sound as he wanted from his young
companions by ordinary processes, he
would bite and pinch them for the purpose of hearing their shrieks of pain.
As he matured he developed a powerful bone frame and great muscular
strength, which he exerted to the serious discomfiture of anybody who opposed his wishes. If kept awry from a
piano when he wanted to play, he
would bang his head against the wall
and throw chairs around the room.
Once, while staying at a hotel on one
of his concert tours, he insisted on
playing a loud piece of music in the
middle of the night, regardless of the
comfort of the other guests. I lis agent
attempted to check him, but was
seized by Tom and thrown out of the
room with great violence. On another
occasion in Washington he was visited
by a man whose presence wa.i disLasie-fu- l
to him, and ho manifested his dislike by pitching the poor fellow downstairs.
Possibly Tom's present seclusion has
other reasons behind it besides his increasing eccentricities. The legal con
trol of his time and services has been
for some years the subject oi litigaGen. Bethune
tion in the courts.
turned the care of the boy over to his
son at one time, and the son's wife
claimed her husband's rights after the
latter's death. I believe the case has
never been finally settled, and it may
be that one or the ot her party to the
controversy has thought it wise to keep
Tom out of sight until his fate can be
decided.

DEATH OF

A

FAMOUS GAMDE.

lie Was a Decoy I owl Noted for

.

t!io Ku

cess of His Methods.

The sad news of the death of old
"Mingo" has come to the gunners along
the line of the Old Colony road, and i f
he was only a gander he had a host of
friends, says the Boston Globe. He has
been at Widgeon point at the lake now
for more than thirty years and was one
of the wisest and most deceptive bird:-that ever decoyed the northern wanderer from his journey to the guns i,f
the sportsmen.
Old Mingo gained his name many
years ago from the remark of one oi
the gunners who was shooting ovei
him. It was about the time of tin
bloody revolution in San Domingo. Tin
old chap was struck by a stray shot
and the gunner picked him up and took
him into the pen with all the solicitud
of a true sportsman. There was bloo
on the gunner's hands and tears in hi
eyes, and from that day the old char
was called Mingo, named after the
island on which so much biood was being spilt.
When the other decoys were unable
to entice the northern strangers from
their course, old Mingo was tried, and
he seldom if ever failed of attracting
their attention and gaining their good
will, for the time being at least.
Whether he had a peculiar tone to his
voice or whether he was a professional
"masher" will never be known, but his
record was second to none along the
shores of that sportsmen'3 paradise, and
the gunners had all the game they
wanted if Mingo could catch the attention of the geese.
After his long and faithful service
old Mingo seemed to know just how to
work and when to put in his very best
efforts.. His ideas of enticing the geese
seemed based on principles which were
on a good foundation. He seldom
failed, and the old fellow has made
money for his owners and lots of sport
for the best gunners in the county. I f
there was a tenderfoot in the shootiiv:
amp he was cautioned to look out
not hit Mingo, but he at last fell vi
.tm to the gun of au amateur who v.a..
somewhat excited.
Mingo was owned by Thomas Arnold,
of North Abington, and Mr. ArnoM
nys that if a man should have o'Yi : i
i i m two hundred dollars for the bir i i
.mild have been no temptation to .. .
lingo was just what lie wanted, and
A HliitnrmiLil.
!:e most knowing bird in the count. .
i'íie gunners gave Mingo a Chris ia:i
On the battlefield a general must
nirial, and he now
in a grave ilu;;
sometimes think quickly and act without hesitation. A molorman recently for him near his happy limiting ground.
showed himself to bo gifted with these
DOGS IN CLOTHE".
admirable traits. In Hainlield, N. J.,
recently an electric car was dualling In Taris the Itast Ij ; i ctu.illy Ciirrv
along, when the motorman saw a child
it id i (: ..
balancing itself on a high window
No matter what the dress may be, th
ledge. The man saw at once thr.t th? indispensable companion of the w,i;n i i
child would fall on a pile of bricks. who walks is her little dog. ,Sh
Giving tVi brake li midden turn and haired terrier or
toy, it i ;
twisting oi'f the current, ho sprang from of no moment, provided that it be very
the platform before the car stopped, tiny.
and reached the sidewalk jnr.t in time
At the moment it is, perhaps, the terto catch the baby. Prohibir nothing rier which i; the most popular, as he
will ever Round sweeter to him than furnishes n further excuse- for the ex'.he thanks of the child's mother, and hibition of fur in that his smooth coat
the hearty praise bestowed on him by docs not
..r
kind hearted mis- the occupants of the car.
.

i
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tress a sufficient protection trom tlic
cold of this season of the year.
So the little dog has his tailor as well
as his owner, and Ledouble, of the
Palais Roval, mav be called the Worth
of the kennel. With garments of velvet, trimmed with fur, or of cloth
d
and embroidered, the clothing
of the little creature harmonizes with
that of his possessor.
Some ladies provide mackintoshes for
their pets for rainy days, and have then
made with a full hood, which covers tin
ears. Others there are who choose tartan, having points turned back at thi
shoulders and fastened with a strar
around the body. For those believed tc
be particularly chilly, the coats arc
provided with collars of quite Medic!
style, and are lined throughout with
Astrakhan, nutria, or even beaver, lis
these short furs are not too cumbrous
for the petted animals.
There are some which actually have
umbrellas of dark blue silk, which they
have been taught to carry quite straigh',
and steadily between their teeth in the
event of a sudden shower.
They are also provided with handkerchiefs in cases of accidents, a tiny pocket in which to carry these being placed
on one side of the coat.
These handkerchiefs, adds the Taris
correspondent of the London Daily
Graphic, are found useful when madame
stops a few minutes at the confection
er's, and can wipe her pet's nose and
paws after his share in the deheaeie:
she buys.
strap-stitahe-

NEW YORK'S EXC.ESS OF WOMCLN
Carious Facts About tho Distribution nf
tho I em'nlno Surplus.
The census reveals some curious
facts about the distribution of Now
York's excess of women. New York

city has 20,000 of them; Brooklyn,
Albany, 5,500; Troy, 5,000; Utica
3.000; Rochester, 4,000; Syracuse, l.m
They are all, practically, in the large;
cities of the state, the one exception being Buffalo, which has 4,000 more inci.
than women.
It would be interesting to knownorr
about these 4,000 superfluous Uuf.'ah
men, says a writer in Harper's Weekly,
whether they aro Poles, Italians, lake
sailors, canal boatmen or merely
lively young bachelors from the country in the western part of the state,
who have gone to Buffalo to seek thei;
fortunes.
New York city's business opportunities, which attract crowds of men.
seem to attract quite as many women
Yet the excess of women in New York
is comparatively small.
The city has
45 women to every 44 men, while Brooklyn has 20 women to every 25 men and
Troy 11 women to every 10 men. Why
should it happen that in the suburban
counties nearest New York there should
be more men than women?
It would seem that of the population
drawn by the metropolis to this end (if
tho state the unmarried men would
nearly all live in tho cities and the
dwellers in the suburbs would for tho
most part bcpeople with families. Yet
the suburban countries all show an excess of men 1,30.0 in Westchester,
in Richmond and 2,300 in Queens.
17,-00-

ul.;
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"To make them, take two cups of
sugar, one cup of milk, a piece of butHut the Ruml'.iiac lit Odor of a Cigar Whs ter one-hathe size of an egg, and a
A ot:i !. V.
teaspoonful of vanilla extract. The
It was at a lecture; the room was hot mixture is cooked until it begins to get
and crowded, and Mrs. Bittersweet grimy. Then it is taken from the fire,
noticed that her husband was suffering stirred briskly, and turned into butunder a sense of injury, says the Chi- tered tins. Before it hardens it is cut
cago Tribune.
into squares. You may eat the fudge
'"What is it, dear?" she whispered, either cold or hot; it is good either
under cover of one of the speaker's way. It never tastes so delicious, howrounded periods.
ever, as when made at college, over a
Mr. Bitterswect's sniffs became more spluttering gas lamp, in the seclusion
audible. '"It's tha abominable odor of of your own apartments. The various
perfumery in tha room," he puffed. difficulties that this method entails but
'Trr. almost asphyxiated by it. Why, make the fudge taste sweeter."
I can count fourteen distinct scents
every time the women about us apQUEEN VICTORIA'S WIT.
plaud."
a Child Her Majesty Was Full of
When
"O, well, try not to notice it," whisResources.
pered hi:) wife, with that cheerfulness
When but a mere child, writes Alfred
ulwuya displayed by the friends of the
Guficrev in su j'.i o?..íjs. "Do listen to the T. Story in the Windsor Magazine, her
majesty used to delight George IV. by
it is ju it ;nl andid."
"Humph; I suppose you like the her quick wit.
One day when staying at the royal
odor; women always do like whatever
co:;ts money. Do you happen to know lodge the king entered the drawing-rooleading his little niece by the
what i:i spent annually on perfumery in
hand. The band was stationed as
Aineriaa alone?"
usual in the adjoining conservatory.
"No, dear, I don't. What is it?"
"Ura well, I don't remember the "Now, Victoria," said his majesty," the
exact iigure:; just now, but I assure you band is in the next room and shall play
il i:j sov.j.ing enormous. For my part any tune you please; what shall it be?"
"On, uncie," replied tne princess with
I thin'.; that the carrying of perfumes
into publij places should be prohibited great readiness, "I should like 'God
by law, and the amount of money Save the King' better than anything
which would otherwise have been else."
A similar instance of childish quickwasted upon them might then go to
wards endowing an asylum for those ness is related in regard to the queen's
Uiots who don't know that others have early studies in music:
Being one day required to practice at
rights in publij"
"Sli ib! You are disturbing people. the pianoforte, she objected, desiring
The lady i:i the violet bonnet is looking to know why it was necessary to spend
so much time in the drudgery of rundagger j at you."
"Humph, the one whose handkerchief ning up and down scales. She was told
is paiuoaad with patchouli; I don't care that there was no royal road to music,
if sha i iii't pleased. Say, I think I'll and that she must practice like other
children. The little autocrat did not
step out for a cigar."
"Do," said his wife, with a smile, "I agree with this, and quietly locked the
thought something beside the perfume piano and put the key in her pocket,
saying: "There, you seel There is no
was troubling you."
must in the matter." Having made her
He came baak before long with smilv)int, however, she was soon prcvailo
ing face and settled himself contentedly in his place. As he did so the lady .ipon to reopen the instrument, and ;.j
in the violet bonnet, who sat next to proceed with her lesson.
him, began to wave her handkerchief
He Drcadnd a Repetit 0:1
before her face.
A
in Glasgow was annoyed
minister
"
to
her
whispered
"Isn't it awful, she
companion, "wherever one goes it is by people talking and giggling. 11 j
horrid man poi- paused, looked at the disturbers, v.v.
just the same--so.aid: "Some years sinae. ia I v.:
sons the air with the odor of stale
positively I couldn't endure it preaching, a young man who nal I.
was constantly lauglik'g, I.:1'.'.:
if I hadn't some strong perfume about
'.r.d making uncouth
grim::;::. I
me as an antidote."
ir.uscd and administered a
r; ;
Vske. After the close of tlw uervi .o
"FUDGES" OF VAS3AR COLLEGE. ;ontleman said to me: 'Sir. yo:: : v.:
'raat mistake; that young l .u . v ;
How tho Sweet U'r". U .idcrgrnduate Spoils
;:i idiot.' Since then I h.:vo i lv:: - ;
( r V.
at. on.
') 'en afraid to reprove those who i i
"Nearly every night at college," said Kjhave themselves in ehurah, lest
the Vassar girl, "some girl may be ;!:ould repeat that mistake and rcprovo
found somewhere who is making .::iother idiot."
'fudges' or giving a fudge party," says
Ouoer Chinóse Heluifn
a writer in the lto.,'.on Globe. "Fudges
are Vassar ehoaolates, and they arc
The Chinese believe that the water
is poisonous
simply the most delicious edibles ever .'rom melted
manufactured by a set of sweetmeat-lovin- g :,nd that the rain which falls on eer-r.i- n
girls. Their origin i:i wrapped
feast days is a sure eure for ague
in mystery. We only know that their
nd malarial fever. They once
receipt is handed down from year to
th:it they could whip the Jap-::joY.ví t this notion has been thrashed
year by old students to new, and that
.
they belong pa uliarly to Vassar.
o.it of them.
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Official Directory.

CARDS.

tory.

Office corner Texas and

terri-

Spring streets.
SILVER CITY
NEW MEXICO.
TAMES 8. FIELDER,
O

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

Offlco In Broadway Hotel.

SILVER CITY

HL.

PICKETT.

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

SILVER CITY,
A

A.

II. HARLLEE.

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

SILVER CITY
JOHN M. GINN,

w

THE SUN.

FEDERAL.

ANCHETA.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
practice In all the courts of the

Will

185.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Thomas B. Catron,
W. T. Thornton,
Lorlon Miller.
Thomas Smith,
1
IN. v. Collier,
II. B. Hamilton,
N. B. Laughlln,

Delegate to Congress
Governor
Secretary
Chief Justice

77m?

first of American Newspapers,

CHARLES A.DANA, Editor.

Associates

J
G. I). Haute.
L. W.Lenoir, Clerk Third Judicial District
Surveyor General
F.
Charles
Easley,
N. M.
Tho American Constitution, tho American
U. S. Collector
Charles M. Shannon,
U.S. District Attorney
J. B. Hemmlngway,
U. S. Marshal Idea, the American Spirit. These first, last.
Edward L. Hall,
Deputy U.S. Marshal
II. W. Loomls,
U. S. Coal Mine Inspector and all tho timo, forever.
N. M J. W. Fleming.
J. H Walker, Santa Fo Register Land Otlice
Pedro Delgado, Santa Fo Rec'v'r Land Olllee
10 a year
John D. Bryan, Las Cruces Reg'r Land Olllee Dally, by mall
J. P. Ascarate, Las Cruces, Rec'v'r L'd Olllee
N. M. Klcharü Young, Koswell
umeo
Keg'r Land
38 a year
W, G. Cosgrove, Koswell,
Rec'v'r Land olllee Daily and Sunday, by mall
Reg'r Land Olllee
W. W. Boyle, Clayton,
$1 a year
H. C. Plekels, Clayton,
Rec'v'r Land Olllee Tho Weekly

Will practice In all the Courts of tito

SILVER CITY.

Territory.
-

-

-

,

TERRITORIAL.

N. M.

J. P. Victory,
Solicitor General
p T. PHILLIPS,
J. H. Crist, Santa Fo.
District attorney
u. PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
R. L. Yotiinr. LasCrucos.
"
"
N. Wllkerson, Alb'quo,
Office at Halley's drug Store, Rooms
at T.
"
"
A. H. llarlleo. Silver City,
Dr. lialley's residence.
"
"
H. M. Daugherty, Socorro,
Is tho greatest Sunday Newspaper
SILVER CITY
N. M A. A, Jones, Las Vegas,
"
"
"
John Franklin, Eddy,
in the world.
. Librarian
Jose Segura.
SECRET SOCIETIES.
U.S. Clancy,
Clerk Supremo Court
I) A. M.
Price 5c. a copy. By mail, $2 a year.
11. Silver City Chapter, No. 8, at Masonic E. H. Itcrgmunn.Supcrlntendcut Penitentiary
Adjutant General
Hall. Regular convocations on 3d Wednes- Geo. W. Iinaeliel.
Treasurer
day evening of each month. All companions Samuel Eldodt,
Address THE SUN, New York.
Marcelino Garcia,
Auditor
Invited to attend.
E. Costmovu, II. I'.
Supt. of Schools
Amado Chavez,
1'EHUY 1!. Lady, Sec'y.
M. S. Hart,
Coal Oil Inspector

...

The Sunday Sun

"

A
F. & A. M.
1Y. Silver City Lodge, No. 8. Meets at Masonic Hall, over Silver City Nat'l Hank, the
Thursday evening on or before tho full moon
each month. All vlsitln brothers Invited to

COURT OP PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS.

Joseph R. Reed, of Iowa, Chief Justice.
Associate Justices Wilbur F. Stone, of Col
intend.
o. Bennett. W. M.
Perky B. Lady, Sec'y.
orado: Thomas C. Fuller of North Carolina
Willi,,,,, M M,.ir
Ti,ntiiu.iin. II,,.,,. i, 1!
A E. S.
Sluss. of Kansas.
U.SilverCIU Chapter No. 3,0. E. 8. Meets Matt G.Reynolds,
of Missouri, United
every 1st and 3d Tuesday In each month at States Attorney.
Masonic Hall. Mus. E. C. T. Wahkkn, W. M.
Alus. Nelly B, Lady, Sec'y.
COUNTY.
O. O.F.
! Jas L. Rldgoly Encampment
the 2d and 4th Wednesdays of
T

No, 1. meets
each month.
Visiting patriarchs cordially invited.
A. E. Atkins, C. P.
J. J. Kei.i.y, Scrilm.
T O. 0. F.
J Isaac Tiffany Lodge. No. 13, moets at Odd
rcllowg' Hull. Hank building, Saturday evenings. Members of the order cordially Invited to attend.
F, p. Jones, N. O.
Ciiaki.es G. Bei.i. Sec'y.
T

O. O. F.

! Helen Lodge, No. 7, Keliekah Degreo
Meetings second and fourth Friday nights In
each month, at hall of I. S. Tiffany Lodge No.
13. Bank building.
Mhs.M.A.Chii,ier.s,N. G.
Miss Pkaki. Dotson. Sec'y

KOF

Probate .Tudire
Treasurer
Probate Clerk
Sheriff
Collector
Assessor
Surveyor
Commissioner
Commissioner
Commissioner
School Superintendent

Baylor Shannon,

A. B. Laird.
T. N. Childers,
G. R. Brown,

Brannlu,
A. J. Clark.
Tilomas Foster

S. S.

B. T. Link,

LUMBAGO,
SCIATICA,
LAME BACK,
DEBILITY, Etc.

CITY

J. W. Fleming.
J. W, Carter,
Wm. F. Loreuz,
Frank Wright,
C. L. Cantluy,

Mayor
Treasurer
Clerk
Attorney
Marshal

HOARD OF EDUCATION.

P.

and 4th Tuesday nights of each
month. atOdd Fellow's Hall. Visit ing Knights
Invited.
J. E. White, C. C
J. J. Sheridan, K. R&S.
A

R. V. Newsham,
N. A. Bolicli,
E. M. Young,

RHEUMATISM,

2d

O. U. W.

O. N. Wood,
R. L. Powel.

Wm, Brahm,

COUNCII.MEN.
M. K. White,
Martin Maher

Jas. Gillett,

WHY BE SICK
When a trifle will buy the greatest healing
invention of the day? Dr.Nnnden'a Electric

Itelt In a complete body battery for
and irnaraiiteed, or money
refunded. It will cure without medicino
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
E. M. YoiiNfl, Rec.
Ilheumatlsm, Iaimbaeo, Nciatica, Lanío
and Liver Complaints,
L. A. Skelly
Chief Hack, Kidney
Debility, Weakneas, I.onnck,
St. George Robinson
Assistant Chief Nervous
Silver City Post Olllee.
effect
all
ol early IndiscreDrains
and
C. C. Whltehill
Foreman, K. B. Hose Co.
or excess. To weak men it In the
Olllee open dally except Sunday from 8 a.m Steve Utile
Foreman, J. W, F. Hose Co tion
to 7 p. m.
W. F. Lorcnz Foreman. Hook and LadderCo greatest possible boon, as the mild,
BootliliifC electric current Is applied
0Hn Sundays from 0 to 0:40 a. m and ono
direct to the nerve renters and Improvehour after arrival of railway mall.
& SANTA FE ments are felt from the first hour tiNed.
ATCHISON,
TÜPEKA
Money order department open dully except
A pocket edition of the celebrated electroRAILROAD TIME TABLE.
Sundays from 8 a. m. toll p. ni.
medical work,
Mall closes for Fort Bayard. Central, HanIn Effect August 8. 1894.
over, Georgetown and all railroad points daily at 9:40 a. m.
of Men,"
No, BOB,
No. m.
Mail closes for Mogollón and all IntermediDeparts.
Arrives.
destination.
ate points at 8 a. m., Mondays, Wednesdays
illustrated, is sent free, sealed, by mail upon
and Fridays.
application. Every young, mlddle-ac- d
Mall closes for Pinos Altos dally except
or old man suffering the slightest weakness
4:00 p.m.
10:10 a.m.
SllvorClty
Sundays at 4:1.1 p. m.
should read it. It will show an easy, stir
1;1U '"
12:40
Mall arrives from the east, west and south
i
and speedy way to retrain strength an:l
D"miR
1
,
"
13:40
a.w
ilully"ut4 p. m,
health when everything else has failed.

At

Meets on tho 1st and 3d Tuesday of each
mouth. Fellow workmen cordially Invited.
0. L, Cantley, M. F.

Geo. I). Jones.

"Three Classes

lt:45a. in.
Mail arrives from Mogollón and
ate points at 7 a. ni., Wednesdays, Fridays 10:40 " .
"
H:05
and Sundays.
5:80 a. m.
Mail arrives from Pinos Altos dally except
Leave.
Sundays 'it 11:30 a. in.
L. A. Skei.ly, Postmaster

Nutt
Rincón
LasCrucos
El Paso

1:40 p. m.
'
3:20
fi:0H

"

7:40 p. ni.

Arrives.
John II. Muduk. Agent,

The SANDEN ELECTRIC CO.,
No. 926 Sixteenth St, Denver, Col.
Also New York, Chicago Ac EondonEng.
Largest

Electro-Medic-

Concern In the World!

